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Abstract - We introduce in this article an optimal segmenta-
tion method of nonstationary random processes. Segmentation
of a non stationary process consists in assuming piecewise sta-
tionarity and in detecting the instants of change. We consider
here that all the data from all the sensors are avaible in a same
time and perform a global segmentation. The bayesian fusion
method we propose for the segmentation is based on the intro-
duction of a joint prior model for the simultaneously segmenta-
tion and estimation of data coming from a set of sensors. We
build a change process and define its prior distribution for the
data fusion. That allows us to propose the MAP estimate as well
as some minimum contraste estimate as a solution. We define,
in the parametric processes distribution case, the expression and
signification of all the segmentation’s parameters. We compare
the performance of our detection method in the case of two or
three sensor. Application to the fusion of wind data velocity and
direction is proposed.
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1 Introduction

Data fusion is one of the active area of research in
many applications such as nondestructive testing, geophys-
ical signal processing, medical imaging, radio-astronomy,
etc...This work is part of a global study on a surveillance
system of the industrial reject. The dispersion of airborne
material is mainly due to turbulent diffusion inherent in at-
mospheric motion. For realistic estimates of dispersion, it
is therefore of primary importance to have an accurate de-
scription of atmospheric turbulence. The standard devia-
tion of horizontal wind direction, and the mean direction
and velocity of the vector wind give accurate estimates of
the spread dispersion of airborne material. The fusion of
this two signals during the segmentation gives better re-
sults. Our main object in this paper is not to focus on these
application. Indeed, we want to show how we use classical
probabilistic Bayesian approach to do data fusion.
We consider in this paper the segmentation problem of
nonstationary processes. We assume tha the processes are
piecewise stationary and we want to detect the instants of
changes as well as the statistics parameters of the processes.
We consider here that all the datas from all the sensors are
avaible in a same time and perform a global segmentation.
We shall assume that the distributions of the processes de-
pends on parameters. Thus, the problem consists now of

detecting changes of the parameters.Changes can affect, for
example, the mean and the covariance structure of the pro-
cess. The detection is off line and the criteria of good re-
covery will be only related to the detection errors.
We use a random change process that takes the value 1 at
the change instants and is zero between two changes. The
simultaneous segmentation and estimation of the process
parameters are computed by maximising the a posteriori
distribution of the instants of change, conditionaly to the
parameters estimation [1]. The fusion of the processes is
introduced in the prior probability definition of the change
process. Then we propose a MAP estimate as well as some
minimum contrast estimate as a solution of the segmenta-
tion.
In section 2 the bayesian model fusion is described. Section
3 defines the parameters we use for the changes detection
in the mean and in the variance of parametrics processes
models. The performance of the detection and numerical
experiment on real data are presented in section 4.

2 The bayesian model fusion

Let Zi =
�
Zi
j

	
j2IN, 1 � i � p, a set of non stationary

real processes. LetZ =
�
Z1; :::; Zp

	
a p-dimensional real

process. We assume that theZi, 1 � i � p are piecewise
stationary. Then there exists instants(tik; k � 0) such that
(Zti

k
; :::; Zti

k+1
) is stationary for allk 2 IN, and1 � i � p.

The segmentation problem consists in detecting the changes
in the distribution of the processZi. We assume that the
distribution of the process depends on parameter�i. Thus,
the problem consists of detecting the changes of�i. For
example the changes can effect the mean and the variance
of the process. We assume that all the data is available, the
detection is off line. The detection of change is seen here as
the global segmentation of the vectorsZi = (Zi

1; :::; Z
i
n),

1 � i � p in stationary pieces.
We shall introduce the random vectorsRi = (Ri

1; :::; R
i
n),

1 � i � p that are defined by :

8>><
>>:
Ri
j = 1 if there existsk such thatj = tik

Ri
j = 0 otherwise (1)

Let S�, 1 � � � p be the number of� simultaneously
changes on the processes

�
Zi
	
1�i�p

( for �=1 S� is the



number of nonsimultaneously changes ). When a partic-
ular realisationri of the vectorRi is observed we define
�(r1; ::::; rp) = Pr(R

1 = r1; ::::; Rp = rp) the prior prob-
ability to have the configuration(r1; ::::; rp). We define�
Ri
	
1�i�p

as a sequence of independent Bernoulli vari-
ables. This probabilitiy will be described next.
The MAP estimate is obtained by maximising the con-
ditional probabilityPr(R1 = r1=Z1 = z1; ::::; Rp =
rp=Zp = zp). In the case of parametrics models, the dis-
tribution of the process

�
Zi
	
1�i�p

depends on parame-
ters whose values remain constant in each stationary pieces.
For p given configuration(r1; ::::; rp) of (K1; ::::;Kp) seg-
ments, let�i = (�i1; :::; �

i
Ki), 1 � i � p be the sequences

of parameters, such that�ik is the parameter in thekth seg-
ment of theith process. Then

�
�i
	
1�i�p

and
�
Ri
	
1�i�p

can be estimated simultaneously, by maximising the a pos-
teriori distribution of

�
Ri
	
1�i�p

.

h br1; ::; brp; b�1( br1); ::; b�p( brp)i = argmax| {z }
(r1;::;rp;�1;::;�p)

Pr(R1 = r1=Z1 = z1; ::; Rp = rp=Zp = zp; �1; ::; �p)

= argmax| {z }
(r1;:::;rp;�1;:::;�p)

h(z1=r1; �1)::::h(zp=rp; �p)�(r1; :::; rp) (2)

where b�i is a bayesian estimate of�i. In the previous
expression we consider the data, coming from the sensors,
independent. The probability�(r1; ::::; rp) will joint in the

data fusion. Then the
nbrio

1�i�p
are obtained with the ex-

pression.

h br1; :::; brpi = argmax| {z }
(r1;:::;rp)2f0;1g

h(z1=r1; b�1(r1)):::h(zp=rp; b�p(rp))�(r1; :::; rp). (3)

For a given configuration of changeri, the maximum
likelihood estimate of�ik is computed in the segmentk as :

b�ik(ri) = argmax| {z }
�

l(ziti
k�1

+1; :::; z
i
ti
k

; �i), (4)

where l(...) is the log-likelihood. We assume that the
different segments are independent, then the estimation of
the vector�i on all the data is done by maximising the ex-
pression :

lzi(r
i; �i) =

SiX
k=1

l(ziti
k�1

+1; :::; z
i
ti
k

; �i), (5)

whereSi is the number of changes in the processZi.

All the
nb�io

1�i�p
are estimated in the same way and the

expression 3 can be written as :

h br1; :::; brpi = argmin| {z }
(r1;:::;rp)2f0;1gPp

i=1�lzi(r
i; b�i(ri))� ln

�
�(r1; :::; rp)

�
. (6)

The first term of this expression is related to the fit of
the observation

�
zi
	
1�i�p

. Whereas the second term is
related to the number of changes. The fusion consists in
favouring the simultaneously changes on the signals. Then
the problem leads in the definition of the joint probability
�(r1; :::; rp) that binds the changes on the signals.
We define�(r1; :::; rp) as the probability : Pr(S0 changes)
� Pr(S1 simultaneous change and ... andSp simultaneous
change/forS0 changes), withS0 =

Pp
i=1 S

i This proba-
bility can be expressed as :

�(r1; :::; rp) = �S0 � (1� �)pn�S0 � PS1
1 � PS2

2 �

:::� P
Sp
p P

n�(
P

p

i=1
Si)

0 , (7)

where� is a real parameter between 0 and 1.PSi
i is the

probability to haveSi simultaneous change on the p pro-
cess.P0 is the probability to have no change.Then the ex-
pression 6 is becoming :

h br1; :::; brpi = argmin| {z }
(r1;:::;rp)2f0;1gPp

i=1�lzi(r
i; b�i(ri)) + � � S0 +

Pp
i=1 �i � Si. (8)

where� = ln
�
1��
�

�
and�1 = ln

�
P0
P1

�
... and�p =

ln
�
P0
Pp

�
. For the fusion of the processes we suppose that

the probability to have K simultaneous changes is greater
than the probability to have K-1 simultaneous change. This
supposition in term of probability will influence the seg-
mentation . Then the determination of these parameters
must be done under the constraints :

� To favour the simultaneously changes we must have :
�p < �p�1 < ::: < �1

� Normalisation : Pp
i=0 Pi = 1

� When the expression 8 is minimum the augmentation
of the number of simultaneously changes musn’t
decrease this minimum. Then we must have :

� � �i � �i�18i 2 f2; :::; pg

� We must have� > 0 then� > 1
2 .

We will show in the next section that for a parametric
model,� controls the resolution level of the segmentation
and its expression depends on the position between two
changes. We will show also the influence of the parame-
tersf�ig1�i�p for the fusion.

3 Parametric model

We consider the following process :

Zi
j = �k + "j tik�1 � j � tik

and 1 � i � p,

where" is an additive noise. If" is a Gaussian white noise
with variance�2" , we can show that

nbrio
1�i�p

is computed



by minimising :

Uz1;:::;zp(r
1; :::; rp)

= Vz1;:::;zp
h
r1; :::; rp; b�1(r1); :::; b�p(rp)i

+� � S0 +
Pp

i=1 �i � Si. (9)

where [1] :

Vz1;:::;zp [:::] =

pX
i=1

SiX
k=1

nk(r
i)ln(�̂2k(r

i)), (10)

and

�̂2k(r
i) = 1

nk(ri)

Ptik
j=ti

k�1
+1

(zj � �̂k(ri))
2 (11)

with

nk(ri) = tik � tik�1,

�̂k = 1
n
k(ri)

Ptik
j=ti

k�1
+1
zj .

Let �̂2k = �k�
2
k where�k is the error of estimation. If we

add a change at thejth position in theith process. We
assume that j belongs to thekth segment, then the variation
�Vz1;:::;zp [:::] is easy to compute :

�Vz1;:::;zp [:::] = nk ln(�
2
k)� (l ln(�2kp) + (nk � l)

ln(�2kp+1)) + �V bz1;:::;zp [:::] (12)

with

�V bz1;:::;zp [:::] = nk ln(�k)� l ln(�kp)

�(nk � l) ln(�kp+1)

, let

�V [:::] =  (nk; l) + �V b [:::] ,

wherel = j � tik�1. �2kp and�2kp+1 are the variance ofZi

calculed from each side of thejth position of the change.
For a mean change in thekth segment of the processZi,
 (nk; l) is expressed as:

 (nk; l) = ln((1 + ( l
nk

)(nk�lnk
)R2)nk=2), (13)

whereR =
�kp��kp�1

��
. (nk; l) is positive and its mini-

mum value is null. Every time we add a change, the value
of V[...] decreases until it is nul. This remark is systemati-
cally true if we don’t consider the error of estimation wich
are represented by the random variable�V b. The same
kind of calcul and remark can be done for a change in the
variance of the process.
The segmentation of Z with p=1 is done by the minimisa-
tion ofUz1(r

1). The minimisation stop when�V < �+�1
then we take� + �1 =  (nk; l) (we suppose that�V b =
0). The value of (nk; l) will be defined by the user, it sets
the resolution of the segmentation. For example, with the
expression13,  (nk; l) is defined with the minimum sig-
nal to noise we want to detect. It’s easy to show that for a
p-dimensional process we have :

�
�i =  i � �i

	
1�i�p

, (14)

where i is defined by the user for the processZi. Then
the expression 9 is written as :

Uz1;:::;zp(r
1; :::; rp)

= Vz1;:::;zp
h
r1; :::; rp; b�1(r1); :::; b�p(rp)i

+
Pp

i=1 �
i � Si +

Pp
i=1 �i � Si. (15)

The parameters�i, set by the user, control the resolution
level of the segmentation in the processZi. Unfortunately
the quality of the segmentation depends on the estimation
error. We will show after that this quality can be improved
with the fusion of the processes

�
Zi
	
1�i�p

.
The parametersf�ig1�i�p set by the user, control the fu-
sion. The determination of their values is done under the
contraints proposef in the paragraph 2. This contraint can
be rewritten as :

�1 =  � � (16)

with  = min|{z}
i2f0;::;pg

�
 i
	

0 � � �  

0 � �1 �  

0 �  � 2� � �2 < �1

0 � �2 � � � �3 < �2

.

.

.

0 � �p�1 � � � �p < �p�1. (17)

we show on figure 1 the decision of detecting changes
, f(�Vz1 ;�Vz2), calculate with the minimum value of
Uz1;z2(r

1; r2) for the fusion of two processes (we suppose
that�V b = 0). Let :

� f(�Vz1 ;�Vz2) = 1 if we detect a simultaneous
change on the two processes,

� f(�Vz1 ;�Vz2) = 2 if we detect a change on the first
process,

� f(�Vz1 ;�Vz2) = 3 if we detect a change on the sec-
ond process,

� f(�Vz1 ;�Vz2) = 0 if we don’t detect any change.

We can see on this example that if one of the values
�Vz1 or �Vz2 is superior to�1 + �1 and �1 + �2 re-
spectively, we detect a simultaneous change if the other
value of�Vz1 or �Vz2 is superior to(�2 � �1) + �1 and
(�2��1)+�

2 respectively ((�2��1) < 0). We detect also
a simultaneous change if�Vz1 + �Vz2 > �1 + �2 + �2.
This is the effect of the fusion. For three sensors the values
of �3 and�2 will respectively favorise three and two simul-
taneous change in the same way.
In the real situation we must associate an error probability
to the change detection. The estimation error,�V b, will in-
fluence the performance of the detection. We present in the
next paragraph the performances comparaison of the seg-
mentation resulted with the fusion of two and three pro-
cesses. Numerical experiments are also proposed on real
and synthetic data.
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Figure 1: Detection of change:�1 = 10; �2 = 20; �1 =
4; �2 = 1; nk = 100; l = 50

4 Numerical experimentation

In the result we are presenting below, we show the perfor-
mance of our segmentation technic and we present results
on real and synthetic data .Let p represent the probability of
correct detection and correct localisation of a change. Let q
represent the probability of correct detection and bad local-
isation of a change. We show on figure2,4 the experimental
calcul of this probability for different values of the signal to
noise ratio : R . The signal is a synthetic gaussian process
with a change in the mean of its statistic distribution.
On figure2 the points marked with a * represent the proba-
bility calculate for a single process. The points marked with
a o and a + represent the probability calculate from the fu-
sion of two and three process respectively. This probability
is calculated for a simultaneously change on the processes.
The results show that the fusion improves the detection for
all the value of the signal to noise ratio. The probability of
correct detection and correct localisation increase with the
number of fuse process. The probability of correct detec-
tion and bad localisation decreases in the same way.

On figure4 the points marked with a * represent the
probability calculate for a single process. The points
marked with a o represent the probability calculate from
the fusion of two process. The points marked with a + rep-
resent the probability calculate from the fusion of a process
with a process which has a double signal to noise ratio. The
results show that the performance increases with the signal
to noise ratio of one of the process.

The wind velocity vector is described with an angle�
and a modul�. The value of this two parameters is avail-
able from a cup anemometer and a win vane. They are
modelised by two independent random processes.In our ap-
plication we have to detect changes in both the mean and
the variance of the process. The changes of the process�
and� depend on the atmospheric motion. The fusion of
this two signals improves the segmentation results because
� has a better signal to noise ratio. The function we want
to minimize for the segmentation can be decomposed into
a sum of local potentials, then we use the iterative condi-
tional mode (ICM) procedure to reach the optimal configu-
ration of changes[2]. We show on figure6; 7 the result of a
segmentation on synthetic data. We show on figure8; 9 the
result of a segmentation on real data.
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Figure 2: probability q
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Figure 3: probability p
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Figure 4: probability q
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Figure 5: probability p
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Figure 6: Wind velocity
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Figure 7: Wind direction
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Figure 9: Wind direction

5 Conclusion

We present in this article an optimal segmentation of non-
stationary random processes. The bayesian fusion method
we propose for the segmentation is based on the introduc-
tion of a joined prior model for the simultaneously segmen-
tation and estimation of data coming from a set of sensors.
We determine the constraints for the definition of the seg-
mentation parameters that will favorise the simultaneous
changes in the processes fusion. We define in the paramet-
ric processes ditribution case the expression and significa-
tion of all the segmentations parameters. In the numerical
experimentation we show that the fusion of the processes
gives better results for the segmentation, in terms of detec-
tion performance. We show also that these performances
increase with the signal to noise ratio of one of the fused
processes.
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